DEVIN DERHAM-BURK, TRUSTEE - OFFICE DIRECTORY

Main Line: (408) 354-4413
Debtors: (408) 354-1345
Creditors: (408) 354-8151 (Informational Phone Tree Only)
FAX: (408) 354-5513

Extensions

CONTROLLER: Antoinette Barker 7881

STAFF ATTORNEYS: Devin Pace 7889
                   Nanette Dumas 7887
                   Jane Bohrer 7884

SYSTEMS MGR: Barbara Cavaliere 7882

SUPERVISORS: Brook Esparza 7885
(Data Entry/Claims/Creditor Information/Closing Receipts/Client Admin/
Reception/General Office support)

GENERAL OFFICE: June Fiel, Receptionist 8100
                 Nicole Costa, Office Support 8801

DATA ENTRY: Christina Slate (HLB) 8201
             Connie Farnese (SLJ - MEH) 8202

RECEIPTS: Lori Santellano 8700

CALENDAR/ESCROW: Lesley Hansen (SLJ/MEH– Conf. Calendar) 8303
                  Erin Chew (Case Analyst – MEH Calendar) 8304
                  Clotilde “Cuchi” Costa (Case Analyst & Escrow) 8307
                  Tania Gomes (341 Calendars – San Jose) 8206

CLIENT ADMINISTRATION: Filipa Gomes 8404
                        Esmeralda Mejia (341 Calendars – Salinas) 8306
                        Somer Urbano 8403

CLAIMS / CREDITOR INFO: Debbie Vo 8504
                         Mary Lou Amaral 8502

CLOSING: Linda Mercado 7883
          Senior Case & Close Case Administrator

Dismissals/Conversions:
Janine Van Sant (SLJ) 8601
Sabrina Hernandez (MEH) 8503
Krystal Hernandez (HLB) 8505

Completions: All Closing Dept. Staff members are responsible for auditing and closing completed cases